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About me
Current roles:
Member of the Big Lottery Fund Board – making grants to good 
causes; and various voluntary sector roles

Appointed to the ASA Council in April 2005.  Member of Non-
broadcast and Broadcast Councils.

Past roles:
- Co-director of Grandparents Plus, promoting the role of grandparents and 
extended family members in caring for children  
- Chief Executive of Carers UK
- Head of Public Affairs at the National Consumer Council
- National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux



Governance
• 12 members per Council, eight independent and four industry, 

under an independent Chairman, Lord (Chris) Smith of 
Finsbury; also company directors (non-exec) 

• Adjudicate on formally investigated cases 
• Three year term, renewable once for a further three years
• Eight independent members recruited following public 

advertisement
• Four industry members bring their experience, but do not 

‘represent’ either the advertiser, agency or media sector from 
which they come

• Register of interests and declaring interests





The adjudicatory work
• Adjudicate on over 700 formal investigations a year
• Most via Council Online; some at monthly Council meetings 

(including all alcohol cases)
• Detailed investigations following complaints (normally) or staff

monitoring (occasionally) culminating in recommendations to 
either uphold or not uphold

• Look at ads from audience’s perspective
• Rigorous in applying rules, particularly strict rules in sensitive 

sectors
• Importance of consistency (‘similar cases’)
• Proportionality and application of common-sense





Young’s example



Young’s: rules and rationale
Rules:
“[Ads] must neither link alcohol with seduction, sexual activity or sexual success 
nor imply that alcohol can enhance attractiveness, masculinity or femininity”
(56.9) and 

“[Ads] should not suggest that drinking alcohol is a reason for the success of any 
personal relationship or social event.  A brand preference may be promoted as a 
mark of, for example, the drinker’s good taste or discernment” (56.11)

Consideration:
Immediate emotional response v ‘decoded’ rational response

Joke / surreal / play on Ram logo and heritage only v play on “this is a man’s 
world” and implication of social success / link with seduction

Decision: UPHELD
Linked brand with seduction, but did not imply sexual success or enhanced 
attractiveness 



Other points of note
• Alcohol complaints: approx. 270 (out of 24,500) in 2007.  No 

evident increase in recent years
• Effectiveness: almost 2,500 ads amended or withdrawn in 

2007
• Speed of action: fast-track investigations and pulling ads 

pending investigation (Tango ‘Pipes’ pulled immediately)
• Sanctions: Ad Alerts to media and mandatory pre-vetting of 

repeat offenders’ ads.  Referral to Ofcom.
• Monitoring and compliance: routine monitoring of all media; 

regular surveys into alcohol ads
• Regular consumer research (alcohol research published in Oct 

07)



Thank you for listening



This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumer Protection DG and represents the views of its author on the
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a statement of 
the Commission's or Health & Consumer Protection DG's views. The European Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof.
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